CONSORTIA AND PUBLISHERS

P UBLISHERS
M3 is a complete digital advertising solution that lets publishers sell, manage and deliver their advertising inventory
across all digital formats. The user interface allows system owners to create, manage and report on their publisher
inventory.

As a system administrator, publisher management pages provide access to all publisher accounts and the ability to
sort by the column headings.
System administrators can select individual publishers to view further details and to manage associated sites.
Publishers, themselves, can login and view their activity, access the necessary code generator tools and run reports.
Once in a publisher account there are 3 main areas areas; account settings, sites and implementation.
Publisher Account Settings

Publisher Details
In the publisher details section, general publisher information can be viewed. This is includes the data entered at the
time of the publisher’s creation and, with the exception of time zone, all data can be modified and updated.
Company Name - Publisher name
Main Site URL – The publisher’s site URL or main traffic source
Traffic Origin – (Optional) This is a data capture entry only and refers to the predominant way in which the traffic is
generated. Examples include, natural site visits (banners), search traffic (text ads), mobile ads, tool bars etc.
Time Zone – Publishers must adopt the system time zone which is displayed here.

Networks
Each publisher must be associated with at least one network but may choose to be a part of multiple networks, if
configurations allow. A decision on which network to join is made according to the charging type (e.g. CPC/CPM/CPA
and media (e.g. text, banner).

There is a configuration that can be set at platform level which will restrict the publisher to only see the networks set
when the account is created. This will enable the platform owner to have multiple types of networks in their platform
and be confident the publishers are only aware of those relevant to them. The configuration is called “Restrict to
Specified Associate Networks”. If this configuration is set to True then all networks will be visible to the publishers.
Remuneration
Each publisher account must have a remuneration record (revenue share percentage) set, if they are to receive
payment for their activity.

The system administrator sets the publisher revenue share percentage and a date that the account is to be active
from. Note that it is not possible to overlap any dates added, to ensure that the publisher only ever receives one
percentage rate at a time.
From this section, it is also possible to set the minimum CPC and CPM price or the minimum revenue share for CPM
and CPC bids.
The minimum CPC and CPM price is the lowest advertiser bid price that the publisher wishes to accept (this is the
value the advertiser pays to the system). All adverts with a value less than this will not appear on the publisher’s sites.
The minimum revenue share is the bid price after all system discounts (contra revenue, agency discounts and
publisher revenue shares) have been deducted and, therefore, will be paid to the publisher. Adverts which provide a
revenue share that is less than this value won’t be served to the publisher.
In the example below, if the publisher had a minimum revenue share of 10c, this advert wouldn’t appear; as the
publisher revenue share value is too low at 9.18. However, if their minimum is set at 9c, the ad would appear.
Net Advertiser Bid Price
Agency Discount
System Contra Revenue
Publisher Revenue Share
(System Profit inc. contra rev)

20c
15%
10%
60%

20c
17c
15.3c
9.18c
7.82c

Preclusions
Preclusions allow system administrators and publishers the ability to register a URL or partial domain name, e.g.
www.domain.com, to their account. Any advertiser with this URL will not be displayed in the publisher feed. This
feature is most commonly used by publishers wishing to protect against competitors displaying ads on their site.
Preclusions can be applied to one or more networks within the system.

There are additionally some helpful rules to assist you in effectively adding preclusions.
If a preclusion starts with an open square bracket '[' character, it will only preclude results where the display url starts
with exactly the same string. The same is true for a close square bracket at the end.
Example. [www.flowers.com] will preclude only this display URL
If a preclusion starts with an asterisk '*' character, it will preclude results where the display url contains the same string
and may optionally have other preceding characters. Likewise an asterisk at the end will preclude display urls with
other trailing characters.
Example. *flowers.com will preclude www.flowers.com and also preclude www.redflowers.com
Otherwise the preclusion string will preclude results where the display url contains the same string and either has no
preceding characters or the immediately preceding character is a '.' character, a ' ' (space) character, a '-' character or
a '_' (underscore) character. Again the same is true for trailing characters.
Example: flowers will preclude www.flowers.co.uk and www.discount.flowers.com but not www.beautifulflowers.com
Feed Control
Feed controls allow system administrators, publishers and providers to filter request and click traffic, which can help to
maintain traffic quality.
Traffic filters can be set so they are aligned with the filters belonging to third party feeds. This will ensure the filters set
on both sides match as closely as possible, helping to ensure that click and spend discrepancies are kept to a
minimum.
The filters can be applied on two levels to affect the traffic: request level and click level
At request level, the filters will manage whether an advert is eligible for selection to show in the result set.
At click level, they will control whether the click is chargeable or not.
jsAds filters - Relevant to clicks.
The filters can be applied at the following levels on the system:
Networks
Publishers
Providers
As default all filters are set to False.
Click Confidence Filtering
The M3 system is able to integrate third party traffic quality scoring tools such as Forensiq to match to our confidence
feature. This service is available upon request. An independent account must be created and third party account

credentials provided. Once integrated, it is possible to set a percentage click filter, below which clicks will pass as
unchargeable.

Request, Click and JsAds Filters
Request Filters
Filter if referrer not supplied

If true, ads will be not be displayed if the referrer site is
not provided in the query URL

Filter if user agent not supplied

If true, ads will be not be displayed if the referrer site is
not provided in the query URL

Filter if interval between request and impression is more
than….seconds

Filter impression if the time limit between the request and
the impression is greater than the default value of 1 hour.

Click Filters
Filter if referrer not supplied

If true, clicks are marked as unchargeable if the referrer
URL is not provided in the request

Filter if user agent not supplied

If true, ads will be not be displayed if the User Agent
string is not provided in the query URL

Filter if user agent doesn’t match request

When true, if the user agent at the time of the request
and the click do not match, the click is marked as
unchargeable

Filter if IP doesn’t match request

When true, if the user IP address at the time of the
request and the click do not match, the click is marked as
unchargeable

Filter if referrer doesn’t match request click

When true, if the referrer URL at the time of the request
and the click do not match, the click is marked as
unchargeable
Enter a value in seconds to determine the duration
between request and click for chargeable clicks. All clicks
received past this time will be marked as unchargeable

Filter if interval exceed x seconds

Filter if request to click interval is less than…..seconds
Filter if Click Confidence is less than…..%
Filter if request to click interval is less than…..seconds
Filter if request to click interval is more than ….seconds
Filter if click to click interval is less than….seconds
Filter if advert is clicked on more than….times per day
Filter if request is clicked more than…..times

Clicks are filtered if the interval between the request and
click is less than n seconds - default is zero - Valid range
is 0 to 5 seconds
Filter click if the confidence level received from your third
party click forensics partner is less than the set level.
Clicks are filtered if the interval between the request and
click is less than n seconds - default is zero - Valid range
is 0 to 5 seconds
Clicks are filtered if the interval between the request and
click is more than n seconds. Default is 3 hours – Valid
range is 0 to 86400 seconds
This is the minimum interval allowed between clicks on
the same advert ID/campaign ID from an identical
IP/Profile (User?). Valid range is 5 to 86400 seconds
This defines the number of times an advert can be seen
by a user - and therefore clicked - within a result set from
a provider, using the advert id and IP/Profile as identifiers.
This defines, using the request criteria and ID, how many
times a user can click any advert from one request using
the IP/Profile as identifiers.

Filter if result clicked more than…..times
Filter if user clicks more than….times per day

This defines how many times a user can click on an
advert within the result set from each request, from a
provider
Overall click limit for a user across all adverts on the
platform. N.B. FC affects the visibility of adverts from the
campaign to a user so is not relevant for providers, only
direct advertisers, so this filter must be used for providers.

jsAds Filters
Filter if cookies not enabled

When true, clicks are marked as unchargeable if the user
cookie is not enabled at time of click.

Filter if click position not supplied

When true, clicks are marked as unchargeable if the click
position is not provided at time of click.

Filter if click position off screen

When true, clicks are marked as unchargeable if the click
position is determined to be off screen at the time of the
click.

Filter if window smaller than ….percent

Filter click as unchargeable if the window size is less than
n percent.

Publisher Customisation
Feed customisations are available at network, publisher and provider level. Using feed customisations, a user with the
relevant permissions is able set individual request and click filters, as detailed above, for different account
combinations. This gives complete flexibility to manage traffic filters at multiple levels. The below table shows the
combinations available:
Available Filters
Network
Advertiser(s)
Advertiser Campaign
Publisher
Sub Publisher
Publisher Site
Provider
Provider Feed

Network
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Publisher
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Provider
x

x
x
x
x

User Management
A system administrator establishes the first set of publisher login credentials for an account when a new publisher is
created. User management is then accessible from the publishers account settings section.

Additional logins can then be added once the publisher is set up. The on-going permission available are in the below
screen shot and explained in the table below.

Permission
User Management
Reporting
API Read/Write

Actions allowed with permission set to True
Ability to set up new users and manage permissions
applied to those users
Rights to run reports for the advertiser.
With this permission set to True the login can access the
API

Traffic Targeting
Publisher accounts can manage the audience that they wish to serve ads to by using the traffic targeting feature.

Traffic targeting can be applied by location, browser, device type, device and operating system. This prevents ads
from being shown to irrelevant audiences and can enhance end user experience.
Targeting Type

Description

Examples

Select locations to serve ads to from a predefined list (at system level).

Europe > UK > London
Europe > France > Paris

Browser targeting is the ability to deliver a
campaign or creative only to specific web
browsers or even to specific web browser
versions. It is useful when an ad creative is not
compatible with all browsers or browsers
versions.
Target audiences that use a specific operating
system. This is perfect for ad campaigns for
software and OS-specific products (such as
apps or games).
A broad method for advertisers to target
audiences by the type of device they use

Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer (IE)
Opera
Safari

Location (Geo-targeting)

Browsers

Operating System

Device Type

Device

Carrier Targeting

Connection Type

A more specific method of targeting audience
based on the particular brand of device they are
using
A tool to enable the targeting of particular users
on different mobile network operators.

A method to target specific connection types.

Windows
Linux
OS/X
Desktop
Mobile
Tablet
Console
Apple
Nokia
HTC
02
Vodafone
T-Mobile
Three
Cable / DSL
Cellular
Dialup

Inclusions / Exclusions
System administrators have the ability to block selected advertisers from specific publishers, sub publishers or their
sites using the inclusion/exclusions feature. It is not necessary to specify all levels – an advertiser alone can be
registered and then all of its campaigns will be excluded. This is particularly useful where it is known that competitor
advertisers exist in the network and prevents any conflict of interest.

Inclusions are registered in exactly the same way as exclusions, but if only one entry is made into the inclusions table,
all other advertisers are then blocked from being returned in the publisher feed. It is therefore very important not to
use this feature unless it is certain that only the specified advertisers should be displayed.
Once added the inclusions and exclusions can be edited in the relevant section of the UI if required.
Inclusions and exclusions are not accessible by publishers themselves so as not to reveal the confidential advertiser
inventory.
To select the desired account simply start typing the name of the advertiser and select the correct option from the drop
down.
Phrase Lists
A phrase list is, in essence, a named list of related terms which can be selected by publishers to apply as ‘inclusions’
or ‘exclusion’ terms to be used by M3 when processing requests and delivering ads.

An example of a phrase list might be called ‘gambling terms’ comprising words such as poker, betting, roulette,
blackjack and casino. Another phrase list could be travel terms consisting of flight, vacation, hire car, hotel and fly
drive. Or there could be a list of adult terms which are not appropriate to the publisher, network or system content.
The phrase lists available to select within a publisher account are created by system administrators in account
settings. The publisher can select the list decide whether the list applies as an ‘inclusion’ list of words whereby only
queries containing those words will trigger the advertiser’s campaigns showing. Alternatively the list can be an
‘exclusion’ list whereby queries containing words within the list will prevent advertiser campaigns showing.
These lists can be managed on-going by the system owner.

Performance
On this tab, system administrators and publishers can view the revenue and recent activity performance of the
publisher account on a graph.

Options can be changed so that different reporting metrics such as click and impression volume can be viewed. The
time range of the graph can also be adjusted. Preferences set here will be remembered at login level so they will show
the same information for the individual login credentials,
Publisher Sites
A site is a source of traffic – a domain or website used to host system adverts and managed within a publisher
account.

It is not mandatory to use the sites tool. However, a system administrator or publisher can add sites to the publisher
account for ad serving and reporting purposes. By registering domains as traffic sources, publishers can easily
monitor the traffic levels and revenue achieved by different sources. Advertisers and providers can use the source
inclusions and exclusion feature by site to black or white list particular publisher sites. Publishers can also apply their
feed controls by site.
The sites table records basic reporting information whilst the publisher reporting tool allows detailed activity and
revenue data to be extracted for each registered site.
When registering a site, it must be allocated a name and the URL must be added. If the root domain is registered e.g.
www.example.com all pages within that site will be considered eligible. A state must also be allocated, and can be
managed on-going if a site is no longer required.

Once the site is created, a system administrator can choose to enable the ‘restrict to known site only’ flag, available on
the main sites page. When this button is enabled, only traffic from registered sites will be eligible to show system ads.
Using this setting enables the system owner to fully control traffic sources and monitor network traffic quality.
Sub Publishers
A sub publisher is an identity publishers can use to split out their traffic sources. Publishers are able to embed a
parameter into their feed call; options for this are detailed in the relevant documentation for xml, html or jsAds
implementations, for the M3 platform to be able to track the ‘sub’ publisher activity and report against such activity.
The sub publisher field is an important way for publishers to be able to report on their traffic at a granular level.
Sub publisher registration also enables advertisers to control traffic sources and as such, they can block sub
publishers from their account using the ‘exclusions’ feature, instead of having to block the whole publisher account.
Publishers can also use the advertiser ‘inclusions and exclusion’ feature within their account and apply these to sub
publisher level.
In addition, traffic customisation in the ‘feed controls’ section can be conducted at sub publisher level within the
publisher account. Click and request filters can be applied for sub publishers to modify and control audience behaviour
and traffic quality.
Publisher Implementation
Publishers are able to have access at any time to their implementation code via this tab. They can access a code
generator to build jsAds tags for them, or look at the xml implementation document available from the same area.
Single Ad Unit
The single ad unit implementation page allows publishers to dynamically generate ad code for their pages.

The feed implementation guide page easily allows the selection of the following options to build a relevant jsAds feed
call.
Options including media size and advert type are displayed to publishers and can be configured at system set up.
Select language: Options available will be based on the languages created during system set up. This
determines which language adverts will be displayed in.
SSL implementation: If the publisher website is secure (https), this feature must be enabled. Mirago must be
in receipt of the website secure certificate. It is important that this setting is not enabled for insecure website
as a browser warning will appear to the user.
VAST Video campaign: (Video Ad Serving Template). If the ad unit is to host VAST compliant ads, enable
this option. The M3 ad server is fully VAST compliant and, as such, is capable of delivering effective video
advertising campaigns across publisher networks
Select the required zone: If the code to be generated is to service a zone, the zone itself must be created at
system level first. Once created, the variable zones will be available to select in the drop down box, if the zone
button is enabled.
Select Verticals: (channels/sectors) appropriate to website content. Channels/sectors must be set up at
system level first.
It is important that you only select verticals that relate to the content on the page(s) and channels of
your website where you want the ads to display.
For example, if your website has multiple channels (e.g. business, entertainment, female lifestyle, news,
sports, travel etc.), generate separate code for each of the channel verticals where you want the ads to
display (e.g. only select the ‘sports & recreation’ vertical to display ads on your sports channel).
If you select no verticals, run of network ads will be displayed – this is not always recommended since
relevance to web content can be poor and ad revenue low.
Select Keywords: As an alternative to channel selection, a publisher can register ‘keywords’ that may be
relevant to the page content and where an advertiser has bid on that keyword, they will be eligible to display.
This can assist in further enhancing ad content but coverage may be low so it’s best to check network
coverage first.
Select Banner Size: Select the size of the banner the publisher wishes to display.

All Banner sizes are defined in the media type, which can be managed and added to. All available media
types will be displayed in the drop down section here.
Select the Logo Size: for textual Ads. The sizes are determined at media type level during system set up.
If publishers wish to show advertiser logos alongside the text ad, this option must be enabled at media type
level and system configuration level. The available sizes can then be selected in this area.
Select the number of Ads: Choosing how many ads to show per request.
If the ad unit is for banner, rich media or video ads, always leave as ‘1’. If the ad capsule is for text ads, you
can select the number of text ads required here.
Select Media Presentation: the request needs to define how the advert should be presented.
Once the media presentations have been created under the ‘network media type’ section by the system
administrators, all options will be available here for publishers to choose. Examples - standard ad (banner) or
interstitial ad.
Select Media Type: The request needs to define the media type being requested.
Once the media types have been created, under the ‘network media type’ section by the system
administrators, all options will be available here.
Optional Settings: Input the URL of your CSS file if you wish the ad unit style to match your website CSS.
This will then automatically adjust the ad unit style.
Tracking Field – publishers can input a parameter of their choice to be appended to the feed call. This is
optional and will facilitate granular reporting/analysis for A/B testing, tracking at sub-site level etc. Here you
input the tracking URL.
Beacons

Beacons provide a behavioural mechanism for targeting individual adverts or groups of adverts. They are common to
all advertisers and all publishers. In order for advertisers to be able to use beacons, networks must be set to allow
beacon targeting.

A beacon typically denotes a type of user interest areas. For example; beacons such as ‘luxury travel’, ‘designer
fashion’ or ‘interested in sports’ identify groups of users who have particular interests. Subject to network
configuration, advertisers can then directly target those groups of users within their campaigns.
Beacons are generated by publishers adding beacon tags to specific pages on their sites. The beacon tag adds
information to a visitors profile to record the fact that the specific user has an interest in a particular subject. For
example, pages covering luxury cruises would probably add the ‘luxury travel’ tag. Anyone viewing that page would
then have the ‘luxury travel’ beacon added to their profile.

Subject to network configurations, an advertiser can add a beacon targeting adgroup within any of their campaigns. In
such adgroups the advertisers select which beacons are of interest and how much they wish to bid for those advert
slots. When adverts are subsequently selected, all adgroups bidding for the beacons associated to the visitor are
considered and ranked appropriately.
Beacons have a descriptive name, duration and an exposure limit. The duration would typically be used to provide
season targeting; for example ‘skiing’ as a beacon would probably be set with a duration of one or two months during
the relevant ski season. The exposure limit provides a way of preventing over-exposure to any particular beacon.
Other constraints such as frequency capping are also applied in the normal way.
Beacons should be set up for areas of interest that are likely to attract numerous advertisers. They provide a means of
targeting groups of advertisers to groups of users, as opposed to retargeting which targets users to specific
advertising campaigns. It is suggested that any beacons created within networks match the system channels/sectors
for continuity.
Upon system set up, the list of beacons are registered and these will appear automatically on the beacons tab of the
publisher page, as per the screenshot above. The publisher must copy the code displayed into the relevant pages of
their websites, each time a user visits that page, their new user profile is registered or updated, if the user is already
known to the M3 profile system. Relevant ads will then be shown.
Mobile SDKs
The M3 platform enables the integration of ad units onto Apple iOS and Google Android operating systems. Both
versions have their own toolkit documents available within this section of the interface.

Feed Implementation Guide
The latest feed implementation guide is available to download within the ‘implementation’ section. The document will
be branded to the system as required.
The System Feed is available in seven output types, with a unified set of input parameters for all requests, thus
making it possible to easily switch between outputs.
JAVASCRIPT (client-side specific response): returns JavaScript source which dynamically builds SystemName
adverts
HTML: returns a complete XHTML (transitional) document

XML: returns an XML document
JSON: returns a JSON formatted data object
JSONP: returns a padded JSON data object
VAST: returns a VAST formatted XML response

C ONSORTIA
A consortia is an account type that groups multiple publisher accounts together.

Consortia accounts usually consist of a commercially linked set of publishers, where it is of advantage to manage
them together within one account. Consortium accounts have easy access to all individual publisher accounts and
separate logins with variable permissions can be created and reports run.
To login and manage publisher accounts linked to the consortia user management needs to be granted in the way of a
set of login credentials. Permissions can be selected from the options below.

Permission
User Management
Reporting
API Read/Write

Actions allowed with permission set to True
Ability to set up new users and manage permissions
applied to those users
Rights to run reports for the advertiser.
With this permission set to True the login can access the
API

